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Remember that electrifying show 

you devoured? The one that got 

cancelled, leaving you yearning 

for more? That's the reality for 

countless fans. Hollywood is a 

land of broken dreams, where 

creators fight for scraps and 

audience voices are lost in the 

wind. 


But what if the ending could be 

rewritten? Imagine fueling the 

stories you crave, directly 

empowering creators with the 

resources their visions deserve. 

Web 3.0 unlocks this revolution. 

We're building a future where fans 

fund the shows they love, share in 

revenue and creators are fairly 

rewarded for their passion. 


This isn't another streaming service. 

We mash up Netflix and Kickstarter, 

turbocharge it through Web 3.0 and 

fuel it with the collective passion 

of creators and fans. It's the story 


of your voice  finally being heard, 

the story of Hollywood rewritten.






YOU decide 
what shows 
are worth 
making. Not 
Hollywood 
executives.


Share In Revenue

140k+ HOURS OF 
CONTENT

EMMY 
NOMINATED 
TEAM

Invest in stories you love, share in their 
success. We amplify our content 
through our global distribution 
partners. The more eyeballs, the higher 
your return on investment.

Unlike many startups, we 
don't start from scratch. 
We already boast over 
140,000 hours of 
captivating content, 
offering an engaging 
foundation to build upon. 


Emmy Nominated Team 
Led by an award-winning 
veteran with decades of 
experience in the 
entertainment industry, we 
possess the proven ability 
to identify and cultivate 
captivating stories.  





    Unfair revenue distribution:

   Creators often receive a small

 share of the profits, even for

hugely successful projects.

     Unequal control: Studios hold

    the reins, dictating creative

  decisions and limiting creator 
control over their own stories

         Limited funding: Securing funding

        for fresh ideas is difficult, often

      requiring creators to compromise

     their vision or struggle 

    financially.

CREATORS FACE

     Disconnection: There's a lack of

   community and a sense of distance

  between the creators and their

 fans..

    Passive consumption: Fans are

   simply viewers, unable to

 participate or contribute to the

stories they love actively.

    Limited choices: Studios dictate

   content, leaving fans with a

 restricted selection and little

influence on what gets made.

FANS FACE



Jason Killar, the previous CEO of WarnerMedia, 
said: “The future of Hollywood is on the 
Blockchain. I think that’s NFTs are going to be a 
wave that’s going to be coming to Hollywood, 
in the same way that the DVD wave came to 
Hollywood in the ’90s.”
 

For Creators  
No More Begging  
Sell movie NFTs to fans. Get funded, keep control, and reward 
supporters with exclusive perks.
 

Your Community, Your Canvas 
WE CUT out the middleman, allowing you to connect directly with 
fans, turning them into active participants in your creative journey.  

Fair Play, Big Pay 
Forget the crumbs. Smart contracts ensure you receive a fair share 
of the profits. The size of your wallet reflects your talent.


For Fans 

From Fan to Patron 
You're no longer just a viewer. Become an investor, vote and shape 
the future of shows you love through our Popcorn Collective DAO.
 

Deeper Than Likes 
Dive into token-gated exclusive content or gain rare collectables, 
fostering a connection that goes beyond the screen.  

Own a Piece of the Magic 
Web 3.0 lets you own a piece of your favourite shows through NFTs, 
earning you a stake in their success.





Ditch Hollywood. 



Fans buy NFT pieces of a movie 
and become co-owners. These 
NFTs unlock exclusive content 
and a share of REWARDS 
(thanks, smart contracts!). It's 
fan-powered filmmaking - 
creators keep control, and 
fans win big.

=
�� Launch of our 

crowdfunding platfor�

�� Crowdfund of our show 
Crypto Knight.

#� Crowdfund of first 
external movie / show

Forget merch lines! Own a piece (NFT!) 
of your fav crowdfunded shows on 
our marketplace.   

Trade collectibles & limited edition 
goodies. Some content's locked tight - 
gotta be a true fan (hold the right NFT) 
to unlock. Support creators, own a 
slice, unlock secrets. It's fan club 2.0�

�� Enable access to content via NFT.

�� Launch our NFT Movie marketplac]

#� Launch collectible NFT video frame.

~� Launch physical merchandise of 
shows

Ditch cable bills & endless 
subscriptions  

Web 3.0 streaming lets you watch with 
friends, pay-per-view, or unlock 
exclusive content with your movie 
NFTs. Movie nights just got social (and 
way more affordable). Stream 
smarter, not harder.=

�� Launch of our streaming platfor�

�� Free content from our 140k+ hours 
librar»

#� Add premium subscription mode�

~� Add first crowdfunded movies / 
shows

Imagine seeing a movie pilot before 
anyone else and having a say if it gets 
funding!   

With Ritestream, you can vote through 
our DAO, leave feedback for the 
director, and watch exclusive behind-
the-scenes content as your movie 
comes to life. Become a champion, not 
just a viewer�

�� Launch of our ap�

�� Vote on CryptoKnights project.

#� Vote on 1st external movies/show.

~� Establish “Popcorn Collective” DAO





$0/mo


watch 

free content

Watch premium 
content  
on a pay-per-
minute basis


Vote on movie 
pilots and get 
behind the 
scenes access


Free


Sample the free 
movies and shows 
whilst connecting 

with  
our community

$200/yr


watch 

free content

Watch premium 
content  
on a pay-per-

minute basis

Watch premium 
content  
on a pay-per-

minute basis

Vote on movie 
pilots and get 
behind the 
scenes access

Vote on movie 
pilots and get 
behind the 
scenes access

Invest in movies 
and gain a 
revenue share

Invest in movies 
and gain a 
revenue share

Invest in movies 
and gain a 
revenue share

Stream with 
friends for  
the ultimate 
movie night

Stream with 
friends for  
the ultimate 
movie night

Stream with 
friends for  
the ultimate 
movie night

20% off 
merchandise  
and digital 
collectibles

20% off 
merchandise  
and digital 
collectibles

20% off 
merchandise  
and digital 
collectibles

watch 

free content

popcorn


collective


All the free perks, 
plus the full 

Popcorn Collective 
experience, but 

cheaper.

$20/mo


popcorn 

collective


plus


All the free perks, 
plus the full 

Popcorn Collective 
experience.

Of your membership, 60% will be reimbursed as $RITE tokens so you can rent 
content as you please. The remaining 40% of your monthly fee goes directly to 
our Movie Fund. This collective pot helps fund the most promising projects, 
ensuring a steady stream of captivating entertainment for our members.


craving fresh, 

fan-powered 
entertainment? 
Join our ‘popcorn 
collective’ dao



Our audience-centric approach boosts 

the chances of success for every movie, 

transforming a traditional funnel into a 

self-sustaining flywheel. As a community-

owned business model, we turn fans into 

super-fans who actively invest in the 

stories they love. 


First comes the pilot, a captivating glimpse 

into the story creator's dream of telling. 

Our Popcorn Collective DAO votes on the 

pilots, separating the promising from the 

pack. The DAO then crowdfunds the 

worthy ones and decides which movies get 

the green light. Ritestream will take a 2% 

fee of any funds raised. 


Through our Movie Fund, we can pass, 

match, or double-down on the pilot, seed, 

crowdfunding, and any follow-on 

investments. Fans fund movies, and we add 

fuel to the fire. 


Our platform offers creators multiple 

revenue streams after a movie’s release, 

including streaming on Ritestream or 

other platforms, selling digital or 

physical merchandise, and potentially 

securing an IP buyout by a major studio. We 

support any distribution strategy. 


The best part? Part of every reward 

stream flows back to you, the fans who 

fueled the project with your NFT 

investment. 




Validation Revenue

crowd 
funding

streaming 
deals

rite dao vote
cash 
distribition 
and m&A exits

concept 
trailer

merchandise

& digital 
collectibles



Our show, CryptoKnights, throws open the doors 

for innovative blockchain projects to pitch their 

ideas to a panel of seasoned crypto sharks – venture 

capitalists, industry leaders, and tech moguls who 

hold the key to funding and fame. Witness the drama 

unfold as 100s of millions of people watch 

entrepreneurs fight for the chance to secure 

funding, forge partnerships, and gain access to the 

sharks' vast networks. 


It is the first use case of our Ritestream ecosystem, as 

you don’t just watch the crypto revolution – but can 

become a part of it. By staking $RITE tokens, you can 

help separate blockchain brilliance from mere hype.  


Fund the Show 

purchase exclusive NFTs and get tokens from 30 

projects that will feature on our show. 


Power the Pitch  

Stake $RITE tokens to vote for the projects you want 

to see battle it out in Crypto Knights. Your voice 

shapes the future of the show!
 

Invest Like a Shark  

Secure discounted access to seed, private, and public 

funding rounds for the projects you believe in. The 

more $RITE you stake, the higher your allocation, 

giving you a chance to get in early on the next big 

thing.
 

Beyond the Deal 

Don't miss out on exciting glimmers and airdrops 

reserved exclusively for our $RITE-wielding audience. 


For every transaction to buy allocations on the 

CryptoKnights Launchpad (USDT), 5% will be used to 

swap to $RITE and burn. 



Stake your $RITE, shape the show, and invest like a pro. 






Round

Seed @ $0.02 2.5% 1 month 6 month

- 12 months

- 1 month

5%

25%

private @ $0.03

public @ $0.04

TGE CLIFF VESTING

    Fueled by the $RITE token, Ritestream fosters a


         collaborative ecosystem where your choices matter. 


                 The $RITE token isn't just a currency; it's your key


                          to a more engaging and impactful


                                entertainment experience. 

 


                                          The $RITE IDO occurred on 6th March 2022, 


                                          with a fixed total supply of 1bn tokens.


                                          Pre-sale raised a total of $2.95m. The initial 


                                          market cap was $295k, with 7.25m tokens in 


                                          circulation at the time of IDO.




utility
We aim for a self-sustaining ecosystem where 

users have a vested interest in the platform's 

success and are incentivised to participate 

actively. Ritestream benefits from increased user 

engagement, a loyal community, and a reliable 

funding source. The token value increases with 

platform growth, thus attracting further 

investment and participation. This circular model 

fuels our ecosystem and creates long-term value 

for everyone involved.


9.2.2 Utility & Incentives  
payments 
services (e.g. movie rentals) or goods (e.g. 
merchandise or digital collectibles) are 
purchased with $RITE. This creates internal 
demand for the token.  

voting rewards

those DAO members who voted for projects that 
generated more revenue than 50% of the 
projects will receive $RITE. This encourages 
insightful voting.

9.2.2 investment & revenue  
crowd funding  
studios shall pay a listing fee, and investors 
shall deposit their funds in $RITE in return for 
partial ownership NFTs. This incentivises the use 
of the token.  

revenue share 

RITE is used for automatic and transparent 
revenue share with NFT holders who 
crowdfunded movies. This ensures efficient 
processing.

We aim for a self-sustaining ecosystem where users have a vested interest in the 
platform's success and are incentivised to participate actively. Ritestream 
benefits from increased user engagement, a loyal community, and a reliable 
funding source. The token value increases with platform growth, thus 
attracting further investment and participation. This circular model fuels our 
ecosystem and creates long-term value for everyone involved.

Our Web 3.0 “Shark Tank” show, Crypto Knights, has additional token utility, 
primarily through staking. 


5% of all transactions on the Ritestream platform will be burnt. This reduces the 
circulating supply over time and creates a deflationary economy.


9.2.1: Access & governance  
memberships 
the Popcorn Collective DAO can be paid in $RITE, 
or in fiat, which is automatically swapped to 
$RITE via a DEX router. This creates constant buy 
pressure.  

Tiered access

DAO members vote and invest freely, but staking 
$RITE boosts voting power and unlocks early 
funding rounds. This reduces the token supply.



VESTING
1B

750M

500 M

250M
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Watch

Fund

Engage

Collect

foundations

ecosystem

cryptoknights

Q1

2024


Q2

2024


Q3

2024


Q4

2025


Q1

2025


Q2

2025


Q3

2025


Q4

2024


Launch of 
Ritestream+ 


v1.0

streaming 
platform

Account 
Abstraction

dex

router

Crowfund: 
1st TV Show

cryptoknights 

season 1

Crowfund: 
1st movie

RiteFund + 

NFT Sale S2 


Crowfund 

platform

CryptoKnights 

Season 2 


Revenue 

Oracle 


Monthly 
Memberships 


RiteFund + 
NFT Sale S3 


NFT Revenue

Share 



CryptoKnights

SEASON 3


Popcorn 
Collective DAO 


RiteFund + 
NFT Sale S4 


RiteFund + 

NFT Sale S1 


CryptoKnights 
Crowdfunding

First TV Show 
Crowdfunding

First movie

crowdfundng

community 

voting for 


free content

Additional 
Streaming Content

CryptoKnights 
Streaming

NFT Gated  
Content

 Fund Platform 
v2.0 Pipeline of 

Listings 


Add first 
Crowdfunded 

Movies 


Marketplace v1.0 
Physical 

Merchandise

 Rev Share on 
Investments via 

NFTs

Ritestream+ v3.0 
SocialFi + Movie 

Night


Marketplace v2.0 
Digital 

Collectibles

Ritestream v4.0 
Communities

Marketplace 

v3.0 

NFT Movie Frames

Fund Platform v3.0 
Full Self Serve

Ritestream+ v2.0 
Pay-per-Minute
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Riaz

Mehta


CEO & Founder

Founder, Imagine TV. 
International Emmy Award 
nominee. Sold shows to 50+ 
countries

Damian 
Miles


CTO & Co-Founder

Serial Entrepreneur, 25 
years broadcast media. 
Founded several tech 
startups in the Film and TV 
industry.

Joseph

Khan


CSO

Major Industry pioneer 
with Nokia, Microsoft, 
Xbox, Facebook, and Grab. 
led Enjinstarter’s rise as a 
top ROI launchpad.

Kenny 
Morgan


SM & CM

Former Binance NFT Social 
Media & Community 
Manager, host of AMA’s 
and ritestreams Head Twit



The future of entertainment is here, and it's 
interactive, empowering, and built on the 
revolutionary potential of blockchain 
technology. 


ritestream is more than just a streaming platform; 
it's a gateway to a world where fans become 
kingmakers, shaping the creation and funding of 
the shows and movies they crave. 


With our innovative tokenomics, groundbreaking 
projects like CryptoKnights, and a passionate 
community at the core, ritestream is poised to 
disrupt the entertainment industry and usher in a 
new era of fan-driven entertainment. 


Join us on this exciting journey as we rewrite the 
rules of entertainment, together. 


Welcome to the ritestream revolution.
 


www.ritestream.io



fin


